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4 The Very Best Self Defense Moves You Need!
The following article was written to provide you with a series of simple self defense instructions
which are easy to understand, in addition to advice and information regarding skills you'll need
to develop if you want to survive a sudden attack by overpowering your opponent.
Simple self defense tips #1 : If you're someone who is small in stature or not as strong as you
could be, punching might not be your strong point. Instead, return your enemy's attack by
gouging at their eyes. This is a technique which is employed by self defense methods taught by the
military, as well as various types of Krav Maga.
Simple self defense tips #2 : Do you know the best techniques for fighting? If you have an interest
in the fighting arts, check out jeetjunedo, kung fu, ninjutso, karate, judo, and fighting styles used
in the Philippines. It is important to know about a wide variety of fighting techniques, as these
can be taught alongside more basic techniques for self defense which you are also studying. You
can learn more about these styles in a variety of places, including the local YMCA. All training
that you undergo will benefit you in some way. Even reading about these techniques at your local
library can be beneficial. If you really want to dedicate yourself to mastering these martial art
forms, you must open your mind to learning about them.
Simple self defense tips #3 : It's critical to keep your lifestyle active and healthy. Maintain an
appropriate weight, as you need to be in top form in order to successfully enter a tournament of
martial arts - or if you find yourself in a position where you need to defend against an attack. It's
not uncommon for someone who suddenly attacks you on the street to be under the influence of
drugs. This gives your attacker the advantage of being extra aggressive, unpredictable, and very
violent.
Simple self defense tips #4 : Keep out of dangerous situations and passively avoid confrontations
to protect yourself. You might be someone with the ability to protect yourself, but that is not
permission to attack others without provocation. Common sense is an essential aspect of self
defense. You need to understand the need to avoid volatile situations, how to placate someone
who seems agitated, and when to give up our valuables if you are being threatened with a
weapon. Passiveness and aggressiveness can be used to the same effect, so make smart decisions
before you consider engaging someone else in a fight.
These four simple tips for self defense are key to developing yourself into a respectable martial
artist, as well as keeping yourself and your friends safe in bad situations. I hope that the simple
tips presented here are useful, and that you remain safe and successful in your quest for effective
self defense.

Street Fighting Tactics For Beginners Explained!
Traditional martial arts methods might be leaving you feeling annoyed, agitated and bored. This
situation is exacerbated by the fact that plenty of black belt martial arts masters would never win
in a real world fight on the streets.
You can only learn killer street fighting moves from someone who has actually engaged in street
fighting. It's this type of fighter who has demonstrated and developed the necessary skills to help
you survive a fight in the street. You will be taught how to employ every technique and tip listed
in this article. Read on for a list of the techniques which you'll never learn by simply studying
classic martial arts methods.
Deadly street fighting techniques #1 : Don't hesitate to bite your attacker. If they use their hands
or arms to grab close to your face, use your teeth. Every part of the attacker's body is vulnerable
to biting. The attacker's muscles can be very effective targets, as you can sink your teeth deep
into them and cause serious loss of blood. This tip is important to remember.
Deadly street fighting techniques #2 : If you kick your opponent, focus on the lower portions of
the body, such as the knees. One hard kick at your attacker's kneecap can shatter the bone. If
you are fighting a larger attacker, aim your kicks at his groin. If your attacker traps you in a tight
hug, kick at their chins and stomp down on their feet. There are many ways to injure the lower
sections of your opponent's body and create significant pain. These are the areas to deliver your
kicks towards.
Deadly street fighting techniques #3 : Rehearse these methods with a partner, and improvise
scenarios. Work in a spacious area, and find someone who is willing to attack you as if they were
an attacker on the street. By being spontaneous, you can practice your responses to an
unprovoked attack more realistically.
Deadly street fighting techniques #4 : Gouging at someone's eyes can be even more effective than
delivering a punch during a street fight. When your attacker comes close, your best target is their
eyes. You should do anything you can to cause pain to your attacker. Aiming for the eyes will
create serious pain and temporarily blind them as well, which is a great advantage to have.
Deadly street fighting techniques #5 : Be conscious of weapons being introduced to a fight. I was
recently attacked by someone holding a hammer. Someone nearby yelled out that this opponent
had a hammer in his hand. I had not seen this due to the chaotic nature of the fight. I used this
information to make sure that he never got a chance to use his hammer. I won the fight and left
quickly.

Things You Need To Know About Self Defense!
In this article, I am going to discuss the five basic self defense tips that will help you to acquire
the skills needed for surviving hazardous situations and safeguarding yourself against assailants.
Here they are as follows.
Basic Self Defense Techniques: #1.) Lest you should be smaller or more feeble than your
assailant, defending yourself with an eye gouge instead of punching may be necessary as a
counter attack. I strongly advise using the eye gouging method, as it is utilized expansively by
Israeli militant martial practitioners and artists krav maga. Basically the beauty of military
combatives is the fact they don't waste time or energy. The primary motive is to always disable or
kill the enemy. End of story.
Basic Self Defense Techniques: #2.) You need to employ a martial arts style that can be
effortlessly included in all past self-defense training. When you merge an assortment of martial
arts combat methods, you are augmenting your personal arsenal of defensive attacks altogether.
You will want to guarantee that you know easily memorable moves for the more stressful
scenarios. You don't want to take 10 years to get a black belt when it could only take you 2 weeks
to actually master street based self defense. Which in my opinion is much more valid in a real
fight scenario.
Basic Self Defense Techniques: 3.) You should do research on and learn which martial arts styles
are the best and fit your unique needs. I personally advise going into full contact judo, karate,
kung fu, ninjitsu and other jeetkunedo styles that comprise of Filipino martial art tactics. With
there being so many different martial arts methods to choose from, you could combine all of them
into a self defense resource for everyday conditions.
Basic Self Defense Techniques: #4.) You must keep up an exercise routine and healthy diet so that
you are able to offer optimum performance for either a martial arts tournament or a fight on the
street. You don't want to be caught off guard being over weight or easily fatigued when a bigger
guy attacks you.
Basic Self Defense Tips: #5.) A crucial aspect of researching martial arts is remaining impassive
and not initiating any fights. You could have a vast array of approaches and skills while taking
down anybody who comes your way, and this is precisely why you need to be accountable and by
no means initiate any fighting.
By sticking to these basic self defense tips, you can become a much better martial artist than you
have ever been while defending yourself in any hazardous, inevitable situations.

How To Choose The Best Self Defense Instructor
Anywhere!
Although you may not realize it, there are numerous unqualified blackbelts and self defense
teachers offering advice and disseminating information which could get you killed. Even worse,
none of these people have ever been party to a life or death fight and therefore do not have
credible or real experience with regard to fighting.
How to choose the best self defense instructor #1 - You ought to interview any martial arts or
fighting teacher any time that you are considering taking a membership in the dojo. The process
that you want to follow in talking to them should have as its purpose to discover what qualifies
them to instruct you. Should their blackbelt in taekwondo have been obtained when they were
fifteen and their experience is solely composed of sparring, then give them a pass.
How to choose the best self defense instructor #2 - Be certain that the class you are considering
incorporates full contact sparring. It is important that you feel the pain when hit and become
accustomed to the conditions when real fists and feet are trying to take you down. That is, you
must obtain genuine experience in real combat conditions.
How to choose the best self defense instructor #3 - Some mixed martial arts instructors do not
comprehend the fact that there is a difference between being in the octagon and being on the
streets. Should they indicate that their jiujutsu will protect you when you are on the ground, they
are simply wrong. This is because you never want to go to the ground during a street fight. You
would likely get stomped, stabbed or smashed either by your adversary or his friends.
How to choose the best self defense instructor #4 - Any respectable self defense instructor ought
to be certified and to have received his training from a recognized expert of the art. You surely do
not need for him to be some self-pronounced expert. Also, his instruction ought to be in fighting
that is based in the real world. You do not want to get from his instruction just mere tactics for
the "common attack" and no techniques that are founded in reality based fighting.
How to choose the best self defense instructor #5 - If he likes to be addressed as master, or alleges
to be a family member of some group of master self defense instructors or martial arts experts, he
is full of it. The majority of dojos are out to make money and should they fill their sales pitch
with a bunch of hype, then you must understand that he simply wants your money and his
instruction is no doubt worthless.
Selecting the correct self defense instructor is basic to your training and success in a real life
fight. What you need is an instructor with battle tested experiences and techniques that have
been proven to work. What you do not want is stale information or instruction which has no
reality on which it is built.
And please do not believe that aligning yourself with the highest priced dojo will protect you in a
street attack either. Interview you potential teacher before you sign up!
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